x Explore the Lake District National Park in the UK,
describing the route to get there, its location and
physical and human features.
x Look at farms and produce, study lakes estuaries and
the coastline, mountains and valleys.
x Discuss weather patterns.
x Study a contrasting location by flying to
Nairobi and finding out about Kenyan produce.
x Going on safari, considering the wildlife, climate and
vegetation in the Nairobi National Park.

Geography

x Learn about the work of artists Guy Laramee, Mai
Yamashita & Naoton Kobayashi.
x Make a class collage of the Lake District.
x Create a 3D model encompassing features of the
Lake District, using dough and air dry clay for
sculpting.
x Use clay to make objects for the model.
x Create a class ‘Lake District’ sculpture.

Art and Design

x Listen to a variety of music from
Kenya.
x Use their voices to speak chants
and rhymes.
x Play rhythms on African drums.

Music

x Use Google to explore a range of travel posters and
identify the features when advertising a destination as a
holiday.
x Develop publishing skills to create a travel poster
advertising the Lake District.
x Learn about the types of technology that might be useful
for a holiday.
x Use the internet to explore Kenya and identify human
and natural features, creating a competing advertising
poster.

Computing

x Create tourist information brochures and digital
presentations using statements, questions and
exclamations.
x Write a journal of a real or fictional holiday
experience.
x Use command to write a set of instructions to get to
a destination (link to with maths and computing).
x Create lines of poetry based on African beats (tie in
n
with music).

English

x Use mathematical vocabulary to
describe routes (link with giving
instructions to floor robots in
Computing).
x Create patterns using different
combinations of shapes (tie in with
making African influenced fabric
design
designs in art and design).

Mathematics

Home and
Away
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